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Potential contributors are urged to request our authors' guidelines or
to make inquiry as indicated on the inside front cover of this issue.
Readers are also reminded that we are eager to receive publishable letters
commenting on articles, the journal in general, or events of possible
interest. Moreover, we are interested in receiving book reviews1 and
books to be reviewed.
The range of acceptable material is indicated in this and the last
issue. It is also indicated by the titles of papers accepted for future
issues, including: Public Accountability of Advisory Committees,
Pharmaceutical Risk and the Quality of Life, Using Management
Techniques to Solve Environmental Problems, Patient Perceptions of
Drug Risks and Benefits, Coke Oven Emissions: A Case Study of
Technology-Based Regulation, and Mandatory Continuing Education:
Does it Really Protect Society? Those articles and essays have been
written by a broad professional cross section drawn from the U.S. and
abroad - including physical and social scientists, economists, medical
personnel, engineers and philosophers, as well as lawyers. The
common denominators are that each paper deals with health and safety
issues, has implications outside of a single subset of risk management,
e.g., pharmaceutical regulation, and has potential appeal to a broad
range of professionals, as well as to generalists.
1 These must contain all of the information provided in the reviews at the end of
this issue. They may be of any length, but it is easier to find room for shorter
reviews. Finally, outside reviews will indicate the author.
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Editorial Advisory Board
Now that publication of RISK is well underway, we are be
attempting to build an editorial advisory board. If you are so inclined,
please feel free to submit your own name, indicating your background
and basis for interest. We would also like to receive nominations of
others. Whether you nominate yourself or another, please keep in mind
that the objective is not to acquire well-known names to add to our
masthead. Rather, we need a diverse group of people who are both
committed and able, one way or another, to contribute to the success of
our fledgling venture.
Complimentary Copies
We will be happy to send a complimentary issue to anyone that you
might suggest or to anyone who requests one. Please mention this to
your colleagues, to your librarian, and in your newsletters. 2
2 Again, we are grateful to those who have already done so. As a result, we have
already achieved most of our subscription goal for the year.
